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A detailed density functional study of the Pt atom and Pt dimer adsorption on a polyaromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) is
presented. The preferred adsorption site for a Pt atom is confirmed to be the bridge site. Upon adsorption of a single Pt
atom, however, it is found here that the electronic ground state changes from the triplet state (5d96s1 configuration) to
the closed-shell singlet state (5d106s0 configuration), which consequently will affect the catalytic activity of Pt when
single Pt atoms bind to a carbon surface. The preferred adsorption site for the Pt dimer in the upright configuration is
the hollow site. In contrast to the adsorption of a single Pt atom, the formation of a Pt-C bond in the adsorption of a
Pt dimer is not accompanied by a change in the spin state, so the most stable electronic state is still the triplet state.
While the atomic charge on the Pt atoms and dimers (in parallel configuration) in the Ptn/PAH complex is positive, a
negative charge is found on the upper Pt atom for the upright configuration, indicating that single layers of Pt atoms
will have a different catalytic activity as compared to Pt clusters on a carbon surface. Comparing the Pt-C bond
length and the charge transfer on different sites, the magnitude of the charge transfer decreases with bond elongation,
indicating that the catalytic activity of the Pt atom and dimer can be changed by modifying its chemical surroundings.
The adsorption energy for the Pt dimer on a PAH surface is larger than for two individual Pt atoms on the surface
indicating that aggregation of Pt atoms on the PAH surface is favorable.

1 Introduction

Graphene is a two-dimensional honeycomb lattice1–3

which among carbon materials has attracted great at-
tention due to its fascinating properties including high
surface area4, linear dispersion of electronic states at
the Fermi level5, a semiconductor with zero bandgap6,
superior electric conductivity7, excellent mechanical
strength8 and high thermal stability7. There has
also been focus on adsorption of metal clusters on
graphene9–15. For example, adsorption of different metal
adatoms on graphene has been studied10, electronic and
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magnetic properties of graphene functionalized by 3d
transition-metal atoms have been investigated12, and
electronic structures and magnetic properties of transi-
tion metal M (Fe, Co, Ni, and Cu) adatom and dimer
adsorbed on graphene have been studied11.
Platinum nanoparticles occupy a privileged position as a
catalyst in industrial applications16. In direct methanol
fuel cells (DMFC) and proton exchange membrane fuel
cells (PEMFC), Pt nanoparticles supported on carbon
materials are used as an electrode catalyst for both hydro-
gen oxidation at the anode and oxygen reduction at the
cathode17,18. The ultimate goal is to control the size and
shape of the metallic particle to promote the catalytic ac-
tivity, and thereby reduce costs and prolong device life-
times19–25. To improve catalytic activity, graphene may
play an important role by stabilizing the metal nanopar-
ticles on the surface. In this regard, it is necessary to un-
derstand the microstructure of Pt/C to analyze the inter-
action between the Pt atoms and the carbon surface, and
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to investigate the stability of Pt nano-particles on carbon
materials.
There are several theoretical efforts devoted to an im-
proved understanding of the Pt-C interaction10–15,26–37.
Kong et al., investigated the single Pt-atom adsorption
on a carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and graphite nano-fibers
(GNFs)27, and observed strong adsorption on atomic va-
cant sites or graphene edges. Okazaki-Maeda and co-
workers examined the interactions of a small Pt clusters
and a Pt(111) surface with a graphene sheet using den-
sity functional calculations15,29,30. They found that the
interaction between the Pt cluster and the graphene sur-
face strongly depends on the shape and size of a cluster.
On the experimental side, scanning tunneling mi-
croscopy (STM) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS) have been used to investigate the small Pt clusters
on the basal plane of highly oriented pyrolytic graphite
(HOPG)38,39. The average bond length of a Pt-dimer and
trimers on graphite is predicted to be 2.45 and 2.66 Å,
respectively. Howells and co-workers40 investigated the
influence of substrate defect sites on the morphology of
Pt vapor deposited on the basal plane of HOPG by XPS
and STM and indicated that the interaction between a Pt
cluster and HOPG depends on the surface condition of
HOPG.
Density functional theory (DFT) has become an invalu-
able tool in studying the interaction between metal clus-
ters and graphene at the atomic level9–15. However,
when considering this type of interaction, the effect of
dispersion forces becomes important, as for example
in the adsorption of aromatic molecules on metal sur-
faces41–47. The standard generalized gradient approxi-
mation (GGA) functionals, such as the Perdew-Burke-
Ernzerhof (PBE)48 functional, do not describe this ef-
fect, since it cannot describe electron correlation in sit-
uations where the electronic densities of the molecule
and surface in practice do not overlap and the disper-
sion interaction become dominant41,49. Grimme’s dis-
persion correction50,51 has been demonstrated to suc-
cessfully stabilize the adhesion of a graphene layer on
a Ni(111) substrate52 and adsorption of Pt atom on
graphene surface47. The Swart-Solá-Bickelhaupt (SSB-
D) functional53,54, was constructed on the basis of a
small correction of the PBE functional, together with
Grimme’s dispersion correction and it was shown to
work well for spin states of transition metal complexes,

SN2 reaction barriers, accuracy of geometries, hydrogen
bonding, and π −π stacking interactions.
One of the most important factors for a correct descrip-
tion of heavy transition metals such as Pt is undoubt-
edly relativistic effects55–58. An accurate way to in-
clude relativistic effects is to use the full four-component
Dirac equation59, however the application of such ap-
proaches is still considerably time-consuming and not
suitable for applications like the interaction between Pt
clusters and carbon surfaces. To avoid this complexity
various approximate quasi-relativistic approaches have
been proposed, such as one- or two-component approxi-
mate relativistic models, like the Douglas-Kroll transfor-
mation60–62, and the zero-order-regular approximation
(ZORA) equation63–68, where the ZORA Hamiltonian
gives accurate results especially for valence orbitals65.
Therefore all-electron calculations for chemical systems
containing heavy elements are critically depends on the
level of quantum chemical theory and on the way rel-
ativistic effects are treated69. The ZORA full electron
approach with large basis set like QZ4P put limitation
on in particular the number of heavy elements including
in our systems. A successful route is also to use rela-
tivistic effective core potentials (pseudopotentials)70–72,
where the relativistic effects are included in the effective
potential, to study the relativistic effects for systems con-
taining large numbers of heavy elements14,15,30.
Polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) have been demon-
strated as a good substrate to stabilize the single Pt47

and Co73 atoms and considered as model structures for
the adsorption of Pt dimers on graphene. Also, graphene
is an ideal system whereas real systems include defects,
therefore bonding to PAHs represents a model for bind-
ing to the π system relatively near defects in a real
graphene material. Most of these studies10–15,26–37 have
concentrated on the structural and energetic properties of
the adsorbate-graphene system, and there are only a few
results about charge transfer in the Pt/C system47. Also
the spin multiplicity (or spin state) of the Pt/C system
needs to be studied in more detail74.
Therefore, we investigate here the stability of the Pt atom
and dimer on a PAH model at several different adsorp-
tion sites and for different spin states. We also analyze
adsorption energies, interfacial interaction energies, Pt-
C distances, Pt-Pt distances, and Pt-PAH charge transfer
in terms of atomic charges. Furthermore, to elucidate the
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nature of the interaction, we visualize the molecular or-
bitals to provide further insight into the nature of these
interactions.

2 Computational details

All calculations are based on DFT as implemented in
the Amsterdam Density Functional (ADF) package75,76.
The molecular orbitals (MOs) were expanded in an un-
contracted set of Slater-type orbitals (STO), the QZ4P
basis set77, based on a previous basis set study47. Slater-
type functions are substantially more diffuse than a cor-
responding Gaussian basis set and give consistent and
rapidly converging results, while the convergence with
respect to basis set size is much slower for Gaussian type
basis sets. This may be related to the cusp at the nuclei
that is correctly described by STOs78. The QZ4P basis
set has triple-quality in the core and quadruple-quality
in the valence orbitals, and it is also augmented by four
sets of polarization functions which is included mostly
for a better description of molecular properties. Since
some orbitals become almost linearly dependent, a few
orbitals are removed during the calculation.
The ZORA kinetic energy can be split into a scalar rel-
ativistic part and a spin-orbit coupling term, but since a
single Pt atom and dimer in any of the adsorption sites of
graphene, expect in upright configurations, do not pos-
sess a magnetic moment33, only scalar relativistic effects
without spin-orbit coupling are considered in this work.
In this work a C40H16 molecule is chosen as a PAH
model system as a representative example. Several PAH
models were investigated in Ref.47 and indeed it was
found that the result depend significantly on the choice of
a PAH model. We believe, however, that the type of sys-
tem studied here is more realistic (since we always have
defects and impurities) than a perfect graphene plane.
Several spin states for the Ptn/PAH (n=1, 2) complex
are studied with the SSB-D functional, which has been
demonstrated to be successful for describing spin states
of transition-metal complexes54,79. Many standard den-
sity functionals fail to predict the spin ground-state of
transition-metal complexes80 and the SSB-D functional
was specifically designed to do well in this respect54.
The spin state is denoted with the spin multiplicity 2S+
1, which is 1 for a singlet state, 3 for a triplet state and
5 for a quintet state. The energies are calculated using

both spin-restricted and spin-unrestricted methods. Two
types of energies are used to analyze the stability of the
adsorbed system and the Ptn/PAH interactions. The ad-
sorption energy, Eads, is defined as

Eads = EPtn/PAH −EPAH −nEPt (1)

where EPtn/PAH , EPAH and EPt are the energies of the
Ptn/PAH system, the PAH molecule and an isolated Pt
atom, respectively. Also the interfacial interaction en-
ergy, Eint , defined as

Eint = EPt2/PAH −EPAH −EPt2 (2)

is calculated, where EPt2 is the binding energy of a Pt
dimer in the gas phase. The interfacial interaction energy
measures the interaction energy of Pt dimer with the PAH
surface, and consists of a negative contribution from the
energy gained by forming Pt2-PAH bonds and positive
contributions from the distortions of both the Pt dimer
and the PAH molecule. In addition, we examined the
binding energy, Eb, of the Pt dimer in gas phase

Eb = EPt2 −2EPt . (3)

The atomic charges are obtained by Hirshfeld
charges81,82 which are evaluated by numerical in-
tegration in ADF, and appear to be reliable and not very
sensitive to basis set effects75. In geometry optimization
of non-stable configurations, we have imposed con-
straints in the x and y coordinates of Pt atom and dimer
to keep them in the expected binding site. We visualize
the MOs by using the ADF graphical user interface and
the VESTA program83.

3 Results and Discussion

This section consists of four parts. First, we study briefly
the electronic structure of the Pt atom and dimer in
the gas phase. Secondly, we investigate the PAH sys-
tem. In the next step, the adsorption energies as well as
electronic and geometric properties of the Pt/PAH com-
plex at different adsorption sites are presented and dis-
cussed. Finally, we analyze the same characteristics for
the Pt2/PAH complex.
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3.1 Platinum atom and dimer in the gas phase

Before going further into the study of the structure of
Ptn/PAH complexes, it is useful to evaluate briefly the
electronic structure of the Pt atom and dimer since their
characteristics have major influence on the properties of
the Ptn/PAH complex and also these characteristics may
change after adsorption on the PAH surface.
For the Pt atom, the triplet state (5d96s1 config-
uration) is the electronic ground state84, which is
confirmed by the SSB-D functional in Table 1.
The singlet (5d106s0configuration) and quintet
(5d86s16p1configuration) states are 0.12 and 5.40
eV higher in energy, respectively. For the Pt dimer, the
triplet state is energetically most favorable, followed
by the singlet and the quintet state, respectively, in
agreement with other DFT studies85,86. The results of
the relative energy, Erel (the energy relative to the lowest
spin-state), binding energy and bond length for different
spin multiplicities of Pt atom and dimer are shown in
Table 1. The spin multiplicities have a large effect on

Table 1 Relative energy, Erel , (the energy related to the lowest
spin-state), binding energy (Eb), and bond lengths for the Pt
atom and dimer, for different spin multiplicities (2S + 1).

M 2S+1 Erel(eV) Eb(eV) dPt−Pt(Å)
Pt 1 0.12 - -

3 0.00 - -
5 5.40 - -

Pt2 1 0.58 -2.84 2.35
3 0.00 -3.42 2.36
5 0.99 -2.42 2.38

the binding energy of the Pt dimer, but the bond length
remains relatively constant.
There are several theoretical86–93 and experimental94–97

investigations of platinum clusters. For the triplet
state of the Pt dimer, our calculated bond length is
2.36 Å which is in excellent agreement with the experi-
mental bond length of 2.33 Å97 and within the range of
2.33-2.45 Å, reported by using different computational
methods86,88–91. The calculated binding energy for Pt
dimer is -3.42 eV, in excellent agreement with experi-
mental values of 3.64 ±0.1694 and 3.14 ±0.02 eV95.
Adopting a valence bond approach, the bonding in
transition-metal dimers can be described as a multiple

bond formed between two atoms in a dns state. As
established98,99, the metal-metal bonding is dominated
by delocalized valence s−s interactions for the Pt dimer,
and the valence d electrons mostly remain localized
on each metal center and only weakly couple in the
low-lying states. This contribution is, however, non-
negligible and can not be simulated by a one-electron
pseudopotential100.
For the triplet state of the Pt dimer the two singly
occupied molecular orbitals (SOMOs) are actually not
the highest occupied orbitals, which instead is a doubly
occupied orbital. Therefore, the highest occupied
molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied
molecular orbital (LUMO) of the triplet Pt dimer (see
Table 2) mainly consists of localized d orbitals, while
the σ and σ∗ orbitals, that contain large s character,
are much lower and higher in energy, respectively. Ac-
cording to the compositions of the HOMO and LUMO,
we can see that there exists hybridization among Pt6s,
Pt6p, and Pt5d atomic orbitals in the formation of the Pt
dimer and s-d hybridization does play an important role
in maximizing the overlap between molecular orbitals
in dimer while the s-p hybridization is of negligible
importance. Based on this bond picture, we can discuss
the interaction between the PAH and Pt atoms in the
next sections.

Table 2 The compositions of the HOMO and LUMO
molecular orbitals for the Pt dimer at the triplet state. The
numbers are the coefficients of atomic orbital in the
molecular orbitals.

HOMO LUMO
0.8703 5d 0.9774 5d
0.1572 6s 0.0000 6s
-0.0178 6p 0.0182 6p

3.2 PAH model

Some oligoacenes have an open-shell singlet ground
state101,102, and we therefore investigated the electronic
ground state of our PAH model. By time-dependent
DFT103, the first singlet-singlet excitation energy was
calculated to 1.79 eV and the first singlet-triplet exci-
tation energy to 1.14 eV. We also did a geometry op-
timization of the triplet state of the PAH (assuming that
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the triplet state would be just above the open-shell singlet
state if the singlet diradical is the ground state) and found
that the triplet state is 1.0 eV higher than the closed-shell
singlet state. Our calculations thus confirm that we have
a closed-shell PAH system in our example. Still, the
ground-state needs to be verified for each PAH system
studied.

3.3 Pt atom on the PAH surface

A single Pt atom has been placed in a hollow (surrounded
by six carbon atoms), top (above a carbon atom), and
bridge (between two neighboring carbon atoms) posi-
tions of the PAH molecule (see Fig. 1). There are sev-
eral possibilities and initially we looked at many more
adsorption configurations, but we only present three po-
sitions as representative of bridge, top and hollow sites.

After adsorption of the single Pt atom, the PAH

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 1 Stable configurations for the Pt atom adsorption on the
C40H16 molecule. Gray, brown and pink circles indicate Pt,
C, and H atoms, respectively. a,b,c are bridge, top and
hollow sites, respectively.

molecule becomes bent in agreement with previous stud-
ies14,104. Chi et al.104 investigated the adsorption of a
single Pt atom on bent graphene surfaces with differ-
ent curvatures, and the adsorption energies showed that
the curvature of the graphene surface strengthened the
Pt atom adsorption on graphene. Our work is consistent
with these results.
In agreement with recent calculations the bridge site is
found to be energetically most favorable26,28,30,33,47, fol-
lowed by the top and hollow sites, respectively. Yazyev
and Pasquarello26 examined trends across the transition-
metal series. They found adsorption in a hollow site to
be favored for most metals, with the exception of Ir, Pd,
and Pt where the bridge site is favored. Dai et al.28 also
found bridge adsorption to be favored for Pt clusters on

graphene surface. Jiménez-Halla et al. found for the in-
teraction of Cr(CO)3 on a PAH fragment that the bridge
and top sites are transition states between two hollow
sites105,106.
The binding energy and the Pt-C bond distances at all
binding sites and all spin states are summarized in Ta-
ble 3. The isolated PAH molecule has a calculated C-C
distance of 1.43 Å. Upon adsorption, the C-C distances
at the adsorption sites increase significantly, indicating a
significant filling of the π∗ MOs by back-donation from
the Pt5d orbitals. The most notable increase is found for
the C-C bond in the bridge site (Fig. 1a) of 1.46 Å. The
increase of the C-C bond length for the hollow site is not
considerable, indicating less back-donation into the π∗

MOs. The Pt-C distances for the top site (Fig. 1b) are
shorter, but energetically, the bridge sites are more fa-
vorable. At the bridge site, two of the pz orbitals of the
PAH surface are well aligned for overlap with the Pt5d
orbitals, leading to a strong Pt-C bond and a high ad-
sorption energy.

For a single Pt atom on the PAH surface, we find that

Table 3 Results for Pt adsorption on C40H16 with structures
according to Fig. 1. all energies are in eV, distances are in Å.

Adsorption site 2s+1 Eads. dPt−C

a-Bridge 1 -2.17 2.08
3 -1.49 2.08
5 -0.12 2.25

b-Top 1 -2.15 2.01
3 -1.16 2.02
5 -0.09 2.16

c-Hollow 1 -1.74 2.39
3 -1.01 2.39
5 0.03 2.47

the closed-shell (5d106s0) singlet state is the electronic
ground state. This is in agreement with a recent study
where it is found that the closed-shell singlet state is the
ground-state of the Pt-benzene complex74. The singlet-
triplet energy separations for this complex are 0.68, 0.99
and 0.73 eV for bridge, top and hollow site, respectively,
as given in Table 3, so the singlet state is considerably
more stable for all three binding sites. The quintet states
are higher in energy.
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The transition (from triplet to singlet) results from σ -
donation from the π orbitals of PAH to the vacant 6s
atomic orbital of platinum atom and π-back donation of
electron density from the 5d orbitals of Pt atom, which
now become completely filled, to the π∗ orbitals of the
double bond of the PAH molecule. These donation and
back donation of electron density tend to reduce the
carbon-carbon bond order, leading to an elongated C-
C distance. This phenomenon is illustrated in the den-
sity plots of the molecular orbitals of the Pt/PAH com-
plex in Fig. 2. The forward and backward charge trans-
fer between the Pt atom and the PAH is identified in the
Figs. 2b and 2c). Consequently, the interaction between
the Pt atom and the PAH molecule can be characterized
according to the Dewar-Chatt-Duncanson model107–109.

Hirshfeld atomic charges81 of the isolated PAH

Fig. 2 a) Structure of the Pt/PAH complex for the bridge
site. b) and c) are the density plots of the molecular orbitals of
the Pt atom on the bridge site. b) shows the donation process
from the π orbitals of the PAH molecule to a 6s orbitals of
the Pt atom. c) shows the back-donation process from the 5d
orbitals of the Pt atom to the π∗ orbitals of the PAH surface.
The two isosurfaces correspond to a density value of 0.03
a.u.. Light and dark gray circles indicate Pt and C atoms,
respectively. Small light gray circles indicates H atoms.

molecule are shown in Fig. 3. The atomic charges will
be altered if a Pt atom is adsorbed on the PAH molecule.
In the Table 4 the Pt charge and the atomic charge for
the carbon atom at the adsorption site is shown. The

Table 4 Hirshfeld charges (au.) before and after adsorption of
the Pt atom on the PAH surface. The charge of C is the
average value of the charges at the adsorption sites.

before after ads. after ads. after ads.
Atom ads. at bridge site at top site at hollow site

Pt 0.000 0.191 0.199 0.166
C 0.003 -0.047 -0.051 -0.011

Fig. 3 The Hirshfeld atomic charges distributed on the
C40H16 surface.

most significant charge transfer occur on the Pt atoms
which become positive upon adsorption and reveals elec-
tron transfer from the Pt atom to the PAH molecule,
in agreement with previous studies28,30. Upon adsorp-
tion, the charge transfer is the smallest for the hollow
site and the largest for the top site. By comparing the
Pt-C bond distance and the charge transfer on differ-
ent sites, the magnitude of the charge transfer decreases
with Pt-C bond elongation. This is consistent with a
recent charge-transfer model based on a modified elec-
tronegativity equalization scheme110, where the amount
of charge-transfer depends strongly on the bond length.

3.4 Pt dimer on the PAH surface

For adsorption of the Pt dimer on the PAH surface, there
are several possibilities and initially, as for the Pt/PAH
system, we looked at many more adsorption configura-
tions, but we only present some configurations as rep-
resentative for the bridge, top and hollow sites, respec-
tively. The distortion of the PAH and the Pt dimer upon
adsorption at different adsorption sites are summarized
in Fig. 4 and Table 5.
For adsorption of two separated Pt atoms on two bridge
sites (Fig. 4a), Eads is larger than twice of Eads of the sin-
gle Pt atom by 0.08 eV, which is due to weak interactions
between the neighbouring Pt atoms on the surface. The
adsorption energy of the Pt dimer on two neighbouring
bridge site (Fig. 4b) is -5.05 eV. This larger adsorption
energy, by 0.63 eV, is a result of the Pt-Pt bond, indicat-
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ing that aggregation of Pt atoms on the PAH surface is
favorable, in agreement with observations by STM111.
In addition, because of a strong edge interaction and rel-
atively short Pt-C bond distance, the dimer close to the
edge in Fig. 4c is slightly more stable than the dimer in
Fig. 4b. This interaction leads to that, the C-H bonds at
the edge is tilted out of the PAH plane and cause a re-
hybridization of the carbon atom, from sp2 to sp3-like.
This is in agreement with previous studies and the activ-
ity of carbon atoms declines from edge to the center112.
Next we examined the interaction between the Pt dimer
and the PAH surface for top (see Figs. 4d-f) and hol-
low sites (see Figs. 4g and h), respectively. The ad-
sorption energy of the Pt dimer on the two neighbor-
ing top (Fig. 4d) and hollow (Fig. 4h) sites are 4.82 and
4.62 eV, respectively. These values are larger than the
adsorption energy of two separated Pt atoms at the cor-
responding positions on the PAH surface (see Figs. 4e-
g and Table 5), which indicates that aggregation of Pt
atoms at these positions are also favorable. The strong
edge interaction of the Pt atoms in Fig. 4f leads to
a higher adsorption energy in respect to Fig. 4e, by
0.51 eV. In Fig. 4f, the C-H bond at the adsorption sites
is again tilted out from the PAH plane for a better over-
lap of the molecular orbitals and again it causes a re-
hybridization of the carbon atom from sp2 to sp3-like.
In agreement with recent ab initio calculations the bridge
site is found to be energetically most favorable30,33, fol-
lowed by the top and hollow positions. Comparing the
three adsorption sites, the Pt-C distance increases with
the coordination of the Pt atom, from the top over the
bridge to the hollow site.

In addition, we also placed the Pt dimer in an upright
position on the PAH surface on the three adsoption sites,
and optimized the structures (see Fig. 5). In this config-
uration, the hollow site is energetically most favorable,
followed by the bridge and top sites, respectively, as seen
in Table 6.
The interfacial interaction energy, Eint , which measures
the interaction energy of Pt dimer with the PAH surface
(see Tables 5 and 6), is smaller than the interaction en-
ergy of Pt atom on the surface (see Table 3). There-
fore the binding of a single Pt atom to the surface is
stronger than the binding of the Pt dimer to the surface.
Hence the Pt-C bond length in the Pt/PAH complex is
mostly shorter than the corresponding bond length in the

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)

Fig. 4 Stable configurations for the Pt dimer (parallel
adsorption) and two Pt atoms on C40H16 molecule. Gray,
brown and pink circles indicate Pt, C, and H atoms,
respectively. a, b, c are bridge sites, d, e, f are top sites and
g, h are hollow sites
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Table 5 Results for Pt dimer adsorption on C40H16 with
structures according to Fig. 4 . All energies are in eV,
distances are in Å.

Ads. site 2s+1 Eads Eint dPt−Pt dPt−C

a-Bridge 1 -4.42 - - 2.08
3 -3.71 - - 2.08
5 -3.18 - - 2.08

b-Bridge 1 -4.57 -1.16 2.56 2.19
3 -5.05 -1.61 2.56 2.18
5 -4.24 -0.83 2.56 2.19

c-Bridge 1 -4.66 -1.25 2.57 2.02
3 -5.12 -1.70 2.57 2.05
5 -4.45 -1.03 2.57 2.05

d-Top 1 -4.43 -1.01 2.82 2.09
3 -4.82 -1.40 2.82 2.09
5 -3.88 -0.46 2.82 2.09

e-Top 1 -4.19 - - 2.02
3 -3.49 - - 2.06
5 -2.58 - - 2.06

f-Top 1 -4.70 - - 2.03
3 -4.61 - - 2.02
5 -2.91 - - 2.02

g-Hollow 1 -4.01 - - 2.41
3 -3.41 - - 2.42
5 -2.69 - - 2.42

h-Hollow 1 -4.03 -0.61 2.39 3.34
3 -4.62 -1.20 2.40 3.34
5 -3.92 -0.51 2.40 3.34

Pt2/PAH complex. The interfacial interaction for the up-
right configuration is more attractive than for the parallel
configuration, and the highest interfacial interaction en-
ergy was found on the hollow site, for the upright con-
figuration. The adsorption energy of the Pt dimer on
the upright configuration is more stable than the parallel
configuration due to the energy penalty for a Pt-Pt bond
elongation in the parallel configuration.
The SSB-D functional predicts a bond length of 2.36 Å

for the isolated Pt dimer. The experimental value of
dPt−Pt in an STM observation on HOPG is 2.46 Å38,
which is longer than the bond length of the isolated
dimer, due to surface interaction. The bond length of

(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 5 Stable configurations for the Pt dimer (upright
adsorption) on the C40H16 molecule. Gray, brown and pink
circles indicate Pt, C, and H atoms, respectively. a,b,c are
bridge, top and hollow sites,respectively.

Table 6 Results for Pt dimer adsorption on C40H16 with
structures according to Fig. 5. All energies are in eV,
distances are in Å.

Ads. site 2s+1 Eads Eint dPt−Pt dPt−C

a-Bridge 1 -4.27 -0.85 2.38 2.27
3 -4.92 -1.51 2.38 2.26
5 -4.03 -0.61 2.38 2.26

b-Top 1 -4.27 -0.85 2.39 2.13
3 -4.45 -1.04 2.39 2.13
5 -4.09 -0.68 2.37 2.18

c-Hollow 1 -4.50 -1.08 2.37 2.35
3 -5.06 -1.64 2.38 2.35
5 -3.95 -0.53 2.38 2.35

the Pt dimer on the bridge site is 2.56 and 2.38 Å, in
the parallel and upright configuration, respectively. The
experimental value is somewhere in between these two
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Fig. 6 The density plots of the molecular orbitals of the Pt
dimer on the bridge site at parallel configuration. a) shows
the overlap of the 6s−6s metal orbitals that mainly
responsible for formation of Pt-Pt bond. b) shows the
donation process from the π orbitals of the PAH molecule to
a 6s−5d hybride orbitals of the Pt dimer. c) shows the
back-donation process from the 5d orbitals of the Pt atom to
the π∗ orbitals of the PAH surface. The two isosurfaces
correspond to a density value of 0.03 a.u.. Color coding as in
Fig. 2.

Fig. 7 The density plots of the molecular orbitals of the Pt
dimer on the bridge site at upright configuration. a) shows
the overlap of the 6s−6s metal orbitals that mainly
responsible for formation of Pt-Pt bond. b) shows the
donation process from the π orbitals of the PAH molecule to
a 6s−5d hybride orbitals of the Pt dimer. c) shows the
back-donation process from the 5d orbitals of the Pt atom to
the π∗ orbitals of the PAH surface. The two isosurfaces
correspond to a density value of 0.03 a.u.. Color coding as in
Fig. 2.

Table 7 Hirshfeld atomic charges (au.) before and after
adsorption of the Pt dimer on the PAH surface. For the
parallel adsorption, the bridge, top and hollow are refer to the
Figs. 4b, 4d and 4h respectively. For the upright adsorption,
the bridge, top and hollow are refer to the Figs. 5a, 5b and 5c
respectively. The values in parentheses are the atomic
charges related to upper Pt atom of the dimer in the upright
adsorption. The charge of C are calculated as in Table 4.

before after ads. after ads. after ads.
Conf. Atom ads. bridge top hollow

Parallel Pt 0.000 0.14 0.12 0.06
C 0.003 -0.040 -0.052 -0.021

Upright Pt 0.000 0.14(-0.12) 0.14(-0.12) 0.19(-0.17)
C 0.003 -0.046 -0.060 -0.026

configurations. For both cases, due to the influence of
the PAH surface, the Pt-Pt distances are longer than the
isolated Pt dimer, but the upright system attain a value
much closer to the Pt-Pt distances for the isolated dimer.
For adsorption of the parallel dimers (Table 5 and Fig. 4),
the Pt-Pt bond distance has to be slightly elongated to fit
the binding sites on the PAH, which gives a slight desta-
bilization of the Pt-Pt interaction. This change in the Pt-
Pt bond length has an important role in the enhancement
of its catalytic activity35.
In contrast to the Pt/PAH system, the interaction of Pt
dimer with the PAH surface is not accompanied by a
change of spin state, and the most stable spin state is still
a triplet state. This confirms that the Pt-C interaction is
weaker than the Pt-Pt interaction. Therefore for the Pt
dimer on the surface, the triplet state is the most stable,
but for the two separate Pt atom, the singlet state is the
most stable followed by the triplet state, as for the single
Pt atom on the surface (see Tables 5 and 6).
Concerning the nature of the bonding in the Pt2/PAH
complex, the overlap of the 6s − 6s metal orbitals are
mainly responsible for formation of a σ -bond between
the Pt atoms on the PAH surface (see Figs. 6a and 7a).
Analysis of molecular orbitals shows that, as for the
Pt/PAH complex, an overlap of the 5d orbital of the Pt
dimer with the π molecular orbitals of the PAH molecule
are responsible for the stability of the Pt dimer on the
PAH surface. The density plots of the molecular orbitals
of the Pt dimer on the bridge site at parallel and upright
configuration are shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, respectively.

Figs. 6a and 7a, show the molecular orbitals that
mainly constitute the Pt-Pt bonding on the PAH surface.
Figs. 6b and 7b show the donation process from the
π orbitals of the PAH molecule to a 6s − 5d hybride
orbitals of the Pt dimer and Fig. 6c and 7c, show the
back-donation process from the 5d orbitals of Pt atom
to the π∗ orbitals of PAH surface. The donation and
backdonation charge density between the Pt atoms
and the PAH molecule is illustrated in these figures.
Again, the interaction between the Pt atom and dimer
with the PAH molecule can be characterized by the
Dewar-Chatt-Duncanson model107–109.

Hirshfeld atomic charges for the carbon atoms of the
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PAH molecule and for the platinum atoms of the dimer
at the adsorption sites, before and after adsorption, are
listed in Table 7. A positive charge on the Pt atom
reveals that there is an electron transfer from the Pt
atoms to the PAH surface, and this is consistent with
the adsorption of a single Pt atom on the surface. For
the upright adsorption of the Pt dimer on the surface,
however, a negative charge is found on the upper Pt
atom of the Pt dimer. In general, the C and Pt atoms
have very similar electronegativities so the sign of
the atomic charges may be reversed by modifying the
surroundings47. In contrast to the parallel configuration,
the charge transfer at the hollow site is larger than for
the bridge and top sites for the upright configuration (see
Table 7).

4 Conclusions

A detailed density functional study of the Pt atom and
dimer adsorption on a PAH molecule is presented. The
preferred adsorption sites were found to be the bridge site
for the Pt atom and parallel dimer and hollow site for the
upright dimer configuration, respectively. Upon adsorp-
tion of a single Pt atom, the electronic state of the Pt atom
is found to change from the triplet ground state (5d96s1),
to the closed-shell singlet state (5d106s0), which will af-
fect the catalytic activity of the Pt atom as compared to
the open-shell triplet state. In contrast, the adsorption
of the Pt dimer is not accompanied by a change in spin
state, and the most stable electronic state is still the triplet
state. The molecular orbital analysis shows an overlap
of the 5d orbital of the Pt atom and dimer with the π

molecular orbitals of the PAH molecule, which are re-
sponsible for the stability of the Pt atom and dimer on
the PAH surface. The overlap of the 6s− 6s Pt orbitals
are mainly responsible for formation of a Pt-Pt σ -bond.
A forward and backward charge transfer between the Pt
atom and the PAH was identified in the bonding. Con-
sequently, the interaction between the Pt atom and the
PAH molecule can be characterized by the Dewar-Chatt-
Duncanson model. While the atomic charge on the Pt
atoms and dimers (in parallel configuration) are positive,
a negative atomic charge is found on the upper Pt atom
for the upright configuration. The sign of the atomic
charge will have a large effect on the catalytic activity

and may be an explanation for different activity between
a single layer of Pt atoms and Pt clusters on carbon sur-
faces. Comparing the Pt-C bond length and the charge
transfer on different sites, the magnitude of the charge
transfer decrease with bond elongation, indicating that
the catalytic activity of the Pt atom and dimer can be
changed by modifying its chemical surroundings.
The adsorption energy for the Pt dimer on the PAH sur-
face is larger than for two individual Pt atoms on the sur-
face, which indicates that aggregation of Pt atoms on the
PAH surface is favorable. Analysis of the energetics indi-
cate that the binding of the Pt dimer to PAH is relatively
weak, whereas the binding between the Pt atoms forming
the dimer is larger than in the isolated dimer. The adsorp-
tion energy is higher for the dimer than for the isolated
Pt atoms, hence dimerization is predicted to be energeti-
cally favored, in agreement with observations by STM.
The results indicate that the Pt dimer on graphene could
be an attractive catalyst system, where the properties can
be tuned by manipulating the carbon electron density
through defects, oxygen groups and doping .
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